**Provision Processing System**

Industrial Wash Down PC Operator Interfaces

Printing Scale Systems and Labeling

RFID Ear Tag and Animal Traceability

Receive Packages By Learning Outside Vendor GS1 Bar Codes.

Production Real Time Reporting, Tracking and Recall

Quickbooks Integration

Inventory Control

GS1 Bar Code Compliance

Order Entry, Scanning, Shipping and Tracking

Microsoft™ SQL Server Industrial Strength Database Back End

Pro and Light Versions Available

Portable Wireless Data Collection
Portable Wireless Data Collection

Quickbooks Integration
- Invoice
- Purchase Orders
- Credit Memos
- Product Syncing
- Customer Syncing
- Vendor Syncing
- Sales Orders

Custom Labeling

Progressive Scale and Software Solutions  P 203-792-2854  www.scale.net
**Order Fulfillment**

- Multiple Units Of Measure
- Inventory Integration
- Standard Ordering
- Price Levels
- Truck Tracking
- Reporting
- Automated Bill Of Lading
- Document Scanning and Email

**Inventory Control**

- Inventory Reports
- Inventory Data Drill Down
- Inventory Snap Shot
- Unlimited Data Filtering

**Live Production**

- Live Production Information Reports
- Yield Calculation
- Unlimited Lots
- Automated Recall Reports
Procurement

- Animal Procurement
- Lot Procurement
- Payout Calculations
- Lot Edit and Adjustments
- RFID Tag Reading
- Unlimited Grading
- Live Dead Condemned Handling

Product Control

- Unlimited Brands
- Unlimited Label Formats
- GS1 Barcode Support
- Ingredient Control
- Sell By Calculation
- Multiple Keys for Quickbooks Integration
- Product Min/Max Fixed Weights
- Use of Vendor Barcodes (GS1)

Call Today For An Online Demonstration